Safe Space - EMF Solutions Safe Space products are uniquely designed to clear and protect your living and work spaces from Electromagnetic radiations (EMF). Now it is possible to create stress-free areas by letting the SAFE SPACE products address noxious health-draining EMF, as well as other unbalanced energies in your environment.
The Safe Space products can be used to:
•
Neutralize unbalanced electromagnetic fields
•
Create tangible change in the atmosphere
•
Clear negative thought form emanations
•
Reduce stress and fatigue while working or travelling
•
Help induce more restful sleep
Studies demonstrate that these tools actually turn hazardous EMFs into beneficial energy for the body, and
transform them into harmless fields that penetrate our bio-energetic field without being absorbed. Each device
comes with a set of instructions and background information.

Safe Space II
For clearing small areas of EMF in the home, the
office and vehicles.
This device packs a powerful protective punch! The $65
SafeSpace II is one of our most versatile products.
It can be made into a pendant or used as a keyring.
Smart Patch pack, (includes 2 chips)
Protects against all major types of wireless radiation. For protective devices to be most effective,
they must address all frequencies emitted by cell
phones: microwave MW, radio frequencies RF and
extremely low frequencies ELF. The Smart Patch
$45
successfully neutralizes all three destructive forms.
Ideal for Mobile phones, Wi Fi routers, iPads, Cordless phones, Computers and Laptops.
GeoResonators
Clear yards, parks, farms and neighbourhoods from
dangerous EMF’s.
When planted in a matrix around a house, parks,
gardens, offices and neighbourhoods, they immedi- $120
ately resonate with each other, infusing the treated
area with a healing, life supporting energy field.
They come in a pack of 4, with protective pouches.
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Orgonite - Balancing Solutions The name Orgone, was given by Wilhelm Reich to an all pervasive energy, which he discovered (or re-discovered) in the 1930’s. He spent his life studying the behaviour of this energy, its effect on humans, nature and the
cosmos. He found that Orgone appears in 2 varieties, beneficial and deadly. He called them respectively OR
and DOR.
Orgonite is a mixture of organic and inorganic materials which
generate Orgone. If you insert specific crystals in the Orgonite,
the crystals will concentrate and clear the energy, transmuting
any deadly DOR present into beneficial OR, and automatically
producing a consistant “good energy” field around them.
The Orgonite is complimentary to the Safe Space technology as
it provides cleaner life energy, better mental clarity, and a more
peaceful & balanced environment.
Tower Busters (TB)
They come in a pack of 10, in pretty colours. They
can be located around the home, or outside. Pot
plants love them.
A TB is a block of Orgonite with a single point $60
quartz crystal in it and optionally some amethyst,
hematite or garnet as available.
About 6.5cm diameter

The TB helps neutralise the harmful effect of DOR
generated by mobile phone towers and disturbed
earth vortexes.
Holy Hand Grenade (HHG)
Contains 5 crystals. The OR they generate will affect the behaviour of people, animals and plants
around them. Watch your neighbours become more
friendly, your dog and pot plants will love it too.

The balanced energies will help protect you from $70
exposure to detrimental energies and provide a
health promoting balanced environment.
About 14cm diameter

Generally placed in the middle of the home. Improved with the sprinkling of several TBs around
the perimeter of the home.
Super HHG
Contains a HHG as above, with added gold leaf and
a special ‘Lohan’ coil at the bottom, to increase the
effect, moulded inside a block of clear resin.
More powerful and effective than a standard HHG, $325
doubles up as a very beautiful artwork.
Comes in a variety of colours (dark blue, light blue,
green and red).
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